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I. INTRODUCTION
The problem of computation hit probability for fire
against aircraft by small arms organic to the infantry is
of increased concern, because of recent emphasis on low
altitude air assault tactics.
In firing with small arms against aircraft, there are
two types of errors: ballistic and aiming.
1. Ballistic errors relate to characteristics of
the projectile and weapon and are caused by
variations in projectile weights, variations in
weapon barrels, and variation in muzzle velocities.
2. Aiming errors are caused by incorrect pointing of
the gun, etc.
For highly time-varying target positions the process of
aiming small arms is much more difficult than aiming the
gun against stationary targets since the aiming point must
be ahead of the target. A model to calculate lead angle
at various gun angle of elevation, ballistic and aircraft
velocities will be developed in Section II.
These lead angles express the angle by which the gun-
bore axis must be deflected from the gun-target line at
the instant of fire. By selecting the correct lead angles,
8

the ballistic can intercept the moving target. There are
three techniques of engagement: [lj
1. Pattern of fire technique. The gunner fires con-
tinuously at a fixed point on the target path
with a pre-selected and fixed aiming angle.
2. Changing lead technique. The gunner extrapolates
the target's present line of flight and continuously
adjusts his aim point to provide the appropriate
lead while firing.
3. Fixed lead. This involves establishing an
arbitrary but constant lead along the line of
flight and firing continuously.
A basic model for the probability of hit for small-
arms fire against low-flying aircraft will be developed
in Section III. Only flight path at constant altitude with
the approaching aircraft flying directly over the gunner
will be considered. The general theoretical formulation
involves a density function and some basic geometry which




1. Assumptions for the Theoretical Treatment
In order to be able to treat the hit probability,
certain assumptions will be made:
a. The ballistic errors are a random process,
b. The distribution function of the ballistic
error is normal,
c. The mean value for the ballistic error is
yU = o,
d. For the two dimensional case ^x = ^y = V
,
e. The bullet has a flat trajectory along the
effective range. (This ignores the effect
of gravity on the bullet.)
2. Geometry
X
Figure 1: Aircraft Weapon Geometry

Figure 1 illustrates the general situation for firing at
targets under the assumption that the aircraft is flying
a straight line, unaccelerated course.
Since we do not account for the effect of gravity,
the trajectory of the bullet is a straight line which will
intersect with the line of the bullet's trajectory. The
angle that the bullet's trajectory makes with the horizontal
is the initial angle of inclination of the trajectory and
is also called the angle of departure.
If we only consider the projection on the plane (X,Z)
containing both aircraft and bullet trajectories the
following quantities may be used in developing the model
in a one dimensional case:
x = horizontal range to target,
h = altitude of the target (aircraft)
,
g = initial angle of inclination of gun,
GF = slant range ( r )
,
B = velocity of ballistic, and
AC = velocity of the aircraft
and the symbols G for gun, F for target (aircraft)
.
For the two dimensional case the trajectory of the bullet
also may have a projection in the (X,Y) plane.
11

B. FORMULATION OF LEAD ANGLE
In the hit problem, we will be concerned with the
problem of successfully aiming the gun so a bullet will
intercept a moving target. If the gun is pointed directly
at the target at the time the gunner fires, he will make
an error because of the target's motion during the pro-
jectile's time in flight.
It is important to develop a formula expressing the
angle by which the gun-bore axis must be deflected from
the gun target line at the instant of fire. This angle
is called "the lead angle."
horizontal distance x
Figure 2: Lead Angle
T = target VA = velocity of aircraft
T
f = future position of target Vg = ve locity of bullet
9 = lead angle GT = gun target line
12

In this model we will only consider the kinematic
lead, and ignore the gravity since the ballistics of
small arms have an essentially flat trajectory within
the effective range of fire.
Suppose the direction of the bullet when fired is GT^,
bullet velocity Vg and time of aircraft flight tf . From
the triangle GT Tf and the law of sines yield:
sin 9 m sin ^
T T
f G T f
sin 9 = T T f # sin fi = VA t f sin
gt7 vb t f
sin fi = h_ = h
GT /(xZ + h 2
;
sin 9 = VA h
v£ V(*Z + h2) (1)
or if lead angle is small










For illustration, Table 1 shows the required lead angle 9
in degrees and in radians for an aircraft with velocity
100,200,400 knots with altitude 100m, 150m, 200m, 250m,
300m, 350m, 400m, when a small arm with bullet velocity
13

2750 ft/sec is fired at a horizontal distance of 350 meters.
Table 2 shows the result of in degrees and in radians
from the same ballistic and the same aircraft as in
Table 1, but with altitude constant at 100m.
The horizontal range changes from to 400m with 25m
increments
.
Figure 3 shows the relationships between and altitude,
if velocity of the aircraft and the bullet are known.
Figure 4 shows the relationship between and the
horizontal range, for three velocities of the aircraft at
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Figure 5: Geometry of the Target
1. Aircraft Presented Projection
a. One Dimensional Case
For practical case of firing against aerial
:argets we are confronted with complicated target shapes.
4| . In the one dimensional case we consider the aircraft
is a two rectangular dimensional target. The impact point
>f the target is normally distributed on the line perpen-
licular to the ballistic trajectory (gun-target line).
.et >4 be the length of the aircraft and t be the height
)f the aircraft. From Figure 5 (a), the projection of ^
:o the line perpendicular GUN-TARGET line is ^6 sin O
md the projection of t is t cos £ . Then the projection
19

of the aircraft to the line perpendicular bullet
trajectory can be approximately by the equation
J~ =
-tf sin g + t cos ^ . (3)
b. Two Dimensional Case
As in the one dimensional case, the aircraft
can be projected to the plane perpendicular to the tra-
jectory.
Let A be the horizontal area
A2 be the vertical area
The projection of A^ to that plane is
A., sin S and the projection of k„ is
Ao cos S •
Then the projection of the aircraft to the
plane perpendicular to the bullet trajectory can be approxi'
mately by the equation
A = A-]_ sin S + A~ cos S (4)
2. Formulation of Ballistic Dispersion ( 0" )
Let ©* be the dispersion angle of the bullet
known for a certain type of gun or bullet. From the
triangle GFL as shown in Figure 5 (b) , GF perpendicular to
FL, then fi- = tan ca or (T = GF tan <=^ .
GF
From the triangle GFF-, ' GF = h/sin
€





of >u and 0~
or illustration, Table 3 shows the value
or various distance with constant altitude of 100
meters
rhere the length of the aircraft is 8 meters and the
width
>f the aircraft = 2 meters.
Table 3
Relation Between O\u , A,
X S - ion *>/x
^_ -A tan oC
U
- S/A/ 6 /» 8w&+2casS
400 26.51 3.9Q35 5.3671
350 29.74 3.5197 5.7050
300 33.69 3.1465 6.1016
250 38.66 2.7949 6.5593
200 45.00 2.4692 7.0710
150 53.13 2.1825 7.5999
100 63.43 1.9521 8.0490
50 75.96 1.7997 8.2462
90.00 1.7460 8.0000
Nnt-^ • h=200 meters
;
tan oC = . 00£^73
50 100 150 200 250 300




III. ONE DIMENSIONAL CASE
I. SINGLE SHOT
Figure 7: Geometry of the Target at Single Shot
Let the impact point of the bullet be a random variable
<., normally distributed on the line yC- perpendicular to
the GUN-TARGET line GF (Figure 7). Assuming the distribu-
tion of the point of the bullets intersection of the line
Ls centered at F ( </& =» 0) with standard deviation "l,










Then: Pr (hit) = Tr (' 72. < X" <: fyz )
- *£> (& - -f
(7)
where CD (a) = Prob (x -^ a) can be obtained from standard
tables for the normal distribution. Let -^ be the length
of the aircraft and t be the height of the aircraft. The
projection of the aircraft to the bullet trajectory can
be approximated by the equation:
/C - s4 sin S + t cos £ (8)
Substituting equation (8) into equation (7) yields:
Pr (a hit) - 2&( 4t'»S + tco3?J_j (9)
as calculated in Section IIC, 1/ i = —-z
Substituting the value of U ]_ into equation (9) yields:
Pr (a hit) = 2.d>( C^fS//U$ + j COS S) S/U& l (10)
Example: An aircraft with velocity 100 knots is fired
upon by a rifle, the velocity of the bullet Vg = 2750 ft/sec
= 838.2 meter/sec. The aircraft has a constant altitude
200m and its horizontal distance from aircraft to the
firer = 200m let <==*< = 0.5 be the dispersion angle of the
bullet. We have P = arc tan |^ = 51.3401. lead angle
as shown in Table 2. For this geometry 0=1 . 570 , then
23

<5f = <p + & = 51.3401 + 1.570 = 52.9101. Let the length
of the aircraft be so = 8 meters and the height of the
aircraft be t = 2 meters, then:
Pr (a hit) = 2 <p f ( sin<S" + t cos<3) sincS" ? ,E I 2 h tan ^ J '










Figure 8: Geometry of the Target for Multiple Shots
24

EVALUATION OF THE SECOND ROUND OF FIRE
1. MODE 1: Pattern of Fire
Here the gun has the same position as the first
round (see Figure 8) . Let the difference time between the
first bullet and the second bullet = & t. The first
bullet will intersect the line of the aircraft (the line
perpendicular to GF at the point F at time t) . At time t,
the second bullet is at the point S. Suppose the second
bullet intersects the line perpendicular to GF at the point
H at time t+ti and the airplane has moved from F to the
point K. The time for the aircraft to travel from F to K
must equal time for the second bullet to travel from S to
H, FH = FS - SH
— VB A t — VB H
t. =
VB A t - FH
L
l VB




accordingly setting (11) equal to (12) is
t l






FH = FK cos S so t-j_ . VB -At - FK cosS = FK
vB vAC
or
VB ' VAC '
A t " FK VAC cos * " FK ' VB
FK • VB + FK VAC cos S = VB • VAC ^ t
FK (VB + VAC cos 6 ) = VB • VAC A t
FK = VB ' VAC
I t t
(VB + VAC cos s )
KH = FK sin S = VB ' VAC ' ± t sin g
«**& VB + VAC cos '
(13)
Pr (second hit) = fljxjdx --&(""+& ) &/«"- ill )
where st = ^ sin & + t cos S and 2 = tanc<
sin £"
(14)
2. MODE 2: Changing Lead
With a changing lead, the direction of the gun
moves to the new position with the correct lead angle for
the newly positioned target. Let the lead angle for that
new position be o (as calculated at Table 2) . Then
the new firing angle is <2 + , and






_<f sin ( S +T ) + t cos ( 5" + 7r )
"^ tano<
sin (<5" + r)
Thus,
Pr (second hit) =
2 <S> &gsin (S + 7T) + t cos (£"+/)} sin (S +T) 1
1 L 2 -& tano< "^/ (15)
Results for probability of hit at various ranges without
lead angle and with correct lead angle are shown in Tables
4 and 5 and the accompanying graphs are shown in Figures 9
and 10.
3. MODE 3: Fixed Lead
Let y be the constan t lead angle selected from
the set of leads appropriate for target speeds and target
gunner distances. Then the new firing angle is o + y .
Pr (second hit) = ft*'
• **(&-<




Pr (second hit) =
2. <£>/£dsin (£+9) ± t cos (£ + £)} sin (JL+JJ i 7





Probability A Hit at Various Ranges Without Lead Angle
X r u ~ SffU 5" i
Pr
(Hit)
400 14.0362 3.5981 3.8805 .4038
350 15.9453 3.1766 4.1208 .4778
300 18.4349 2.7596 4.4271 .5762
250 21.8014 2.3497 4.8280 .6922
200 26.5650 1.9513 5.3665 .8354
150 33.6900 1.5732 6.1016 .9464
100 45. 1.2341 7.0710 .9958
50 63.4349 .9756 8.0498 1.
90 .8726 8. 1.
Table 5
Probability A Hit at Various Ranges With Correct Lead Angle
X St & SWCS+9) I Pr(Hit)
400 15.7324 3.2185 4.0942 .4714
350 17.8709 2.8438 4.3585 .5528
300 20.6470 2.4749 4.6924 .6528
250 24.4035 2.1122 5.1265 .7738
200 29.7063 1.7610 5.7015 .8926
150 37.5892 1.4306 6.4647 .9756
100 49.9680 1.1397 7.4119 .9988
50 69.7271 .9303 8.1974 1.0













50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400
Figure 9: Probability a Hit at Various Ranges Without
Lead Angle
?r(HIT)
if- . zoo khotsU
AC'
-X
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IV. TWO DIMENSIONAL CASE
Let the impact point of the bullet on a plane which
is perpendicular to the bullet trajectory and which coin-
cides with the center of the aircraft be represented by
random variables X and Y. It is assumed that X, Y are
independently and normally distributed N(X; 0; ^x ),
N(Y; 0;(Ty 2 ) and 0~x2 = 0~y2 = CT1 .
The density functions of X and Y are:






The joint density is:
If (T
x












Assume that the target is circular with radius R. trans-
forming to the polar coordinates:







^ + r^s/Aj 2e













Pr (a hit) = / - e
-*7;20"
(18)
Recall the series expansion of
e
x
^ f + x ^jc%^%
-?/ 3/
If X is small, the second and higher order terms in the
series can be ignored,
i.e. : e
x
**- / + x
31
<
From the formula (18) if R is small,
e
/z*
= / - /2(T
>
>r (hit) = / - e




Since the area of the target is 7TR
Pr (a hit) = /ztr
-f /2 <ra = Jff*
Accordingly for a small target (if R <CJT ),
then Pr (hit) = JJ^ ( 19 )




Pr (hit) = / - e
From section IIC
A = A, cos y + A~ sin "2T
0"
. ^ = ,'^tan*
(20)
sin <5"
Substituting the value of A and 0~ to the equation (19)
yields:
a p r^^ - ^C^J y j^UwT«yj Pr (hit) - ' -^
—
2;7V fL^_£L_) (21)
(i.e. the probability of a hit for small target)
32

and if the target is large:
A f cos T + tzS'vT
ZIT( tig** )
2-
, Pr (hit) = / - e S,A/S
(22)
For an illustration of the application of these models,
we consider the following example:
Given: V„ = velocity of the bullet = 710m
h = aircraft altitude = 200m
X = horizontal range from gun to aircraft = 300m
V"aC = velocity of aircraft = 300 knots = 154.164 km/sec
£ = 0.5°
rate of fire = 600 rounds /minutes
A t = time between rounds
=
. 1 second
"d = length of the aircraft
= 8m
t = height of the aircraft
= 2m v
£= arc tan 200/300 = 33.69
8 sin 33.69 + 2 cos 33.69 = 6.1016i.
P
7 2 = 3.050
0~
= 200 tan 0.5 ,,<.
33T69~
= 3 ' 146
33

The values of "*> and (T are assumed constant for the
specified angle a .
Instead of using the lead angle we shift the position
of aircraft k^t forward from the initial hit position
(k = 0.1, 0.2, . . 1.0). The result is shown in Table 6.
Figure 11: Dynamics of Impact Points
First Round
FB = 2 * t VAC






A = FA - FA
1
= 2A t VAC cos S - vb h
34

AC = A-jA = 2 ^t VAC cos £
cos S cos S
A,C = BB = V t
1 1 AC 1
t.. = 2 At VAC cos $
VAC coscf + VB
Pr (Hit) = 7 (A^B + */2) - 7 (A B - ^/2)

















- VAC t 2
(A t - t 2 )VB = VAC t 2 cos^







AC cos/ + VB ) = VB At
H







" t 3 ) VB
A
3













(*t - t 3)VB = VAC t 3 cos 6
VBt3
+ VACt3 cosS
= ^ t VB
t
3





VB + VAC cos <5"
Pr (Hit) = 7 (A 3 B 3 + */2) . I (A 3B 3 - ^/2)i









= 7 '° x °' 030 = 21 ' 3
A
1
B 1 =21.3 tan 33.69 = 14.199








= VAC (2 At - t x - t 2 )
= 13.258
A2B 2 = FB 2 sin 33.69 = 7.3542




= t 2 = 0.084
FB
3











sin 33.69 = .01710






FB4 = FB X - 3VAC t 2 =
- 12.64144
A4B4 - - 7.0122
Pr (Hit) = <£> - 1.2594 - & (- 3.1984)
= .1049
From Table 6 we can calculate Pr ( n Hits) is
Pr(lHit) « £PM)J P("f), Where P(Mj) = /-P(4j)
Then:
Pr (1 Hit) = .5728
=
.1236
Pr (3 Hits) = .00605
Pr (4 Hits) = .000001
Results for probability of his of 4 rounds in sequence
with k/^t increments are shown in Table 6. The expected
value of hits with respect to A t is shown in Table 7 and















































































































































































































































































Expected Value of Hits










1 2 3 4
O.OAt Pr(n) .5728 .1236 .0061 .000001 .8383
E(n) .5728 .2472 .0183 .000004
.lAt Pr(n) .5923 .1224 .0057 .000002 .8542
E(n) .5923 .2448 .0171 .000080
.2At Pr(n) .5564 .1404 .0046 .000004 .8510
E(n) .5564 .2808 .0138 .000016
.3At Pr(n) .5121 .1609 .0033 .000007 .8438
E(n) .5121 .3218 .0099 .000028
.4At Pr(n) .4811 .1766 .0033 .000012 .8442
E(n) .4811 .3532 .0099 .000048
.5At Pr(n) .4895 .1744 .0027 .000009 .8464E(n) .4895 .3488 .0081 .000036
.6At Pr(n) .5207 .1581 .0035 .000006 .8474E(n) .5207 .3162 .0105 .000024
.7At Pr(n) .5640 .1368 .0049 .000004 .8523E(n) .5640 .2736 .0147 .000016
.8At Pr(n) .5968 .1198 .0058 .000002 .8538E(n) .5968 .2396 .0174 .000008
.9At Pr(n) .6002 .1184 .0059 .000001 .8547E(n) .6002 .2368 .0177 .000004











.2 .3 .4 .5
«*
. ,- .,^.
6 .7 .8 .9 1.0
Figure 12: Expected Number of Hits
with Respect to t
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V. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
The model developed in Section III is based on cer-
tain assumptions. These create idealized conditions but
should still be indicative of real situations and capable
of yeilding useful results.
As shown in the last illustration of the model the
time intervals between impact bullets are equal since the
velocity of the bullet and the aircraft are assumed con-
stant along the trajectory. In a real situation the
velocity of the bullet will be decreasing because of air
resistence and earth gravitation. Since we are concerned
only with small arms which have a short effective range,
ignoring the effect of gravity should not give a signifi-
cantly different result. On the other hand by using the
correct lead angle increases the probability of hit
relative to that without lead angle. If the gun is re-
aimed after every round, this reduces the errors.
Another example shows that the hit probability for
the first bullet is high while the second and the successive
bullet have low probability. These probability depend on
the velocities of the aircraft and bullet and the rate of
41

fire. The extension of the model by taking into
account the effect of gravity and wind velocity should
produce better results.
Another possible extension of this model would be
the generation of hit probability if the aircraft is
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